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The Wrestling Matches We’ll Never Forget 

After a long day of competition everyone from both camps merged together 

at the swamp for the final event. As I approached the wrestling mat I 

realized that Kawaga had no idea what they were getting into. We started 

with the 60-pound weight class and RYAN FIRMAN came out ready to 

represent the men in green. Although suffering a defeat he still exemplified 

all the traits of the Menominee way and had fun in doing so. Next it was 

JONNY BLOOM’s turn to wrestle. He pinned the Kawaga camper without a 

problem. 

The next up to wrestle were RYAN GENENDER and ETHAN WAGMAN. Both 

boys wrestled for an overall time of 30 seconds, resulting in two huge Menominee pins. Then ADAM SAGERMAN 

and ROSS FISHER wrestled their hearts out but it wasn’t enough, and Menominee suffered its second and third 

loss. Our next wrestler was JARED LEVINE, wrestling at 120LB. Using pure strength, he pinned the Kawaga kid 

with ease. ETHAN SAKS came out on the mat looking determined and ready; despite being younger than his 

opponent, he made the boy regret getting out of bed that morning. 

Next was our most average wrestler, ANDREW MEHRHOLZ Despite his lack of experience, technique and overall 

athletic ability, he still managed to pin his opponent.  NOAH LAZARUS, JAKE ZWEIG and JARED LOIBEN were 

both asked to step up and wrestle against Kawaga’s most veteran wrestlers. Although they had both lost, they 

worked extremely hard not to give up any extra points. DYLAN FRIEDMAN and TOMMY BLASBERG displayed a 

wrestling clinic on the wrestlers from Kawaga by getting perfect pins. 

We only had one C.I.T wrestle in the face-off. JUSTIN SHOENEMAN was reluctant to wrestle in the completion 

due to lack of experience but because of his amazing coaches, JONAH WEISS and yours truly, he reluctantly 

stepped onto the mat with one goal in mind, to win. JUSTIN started the match with a huge lift, a high crotch 

takedown. After 3 minutes the score was tied 9 all and we were going into overtime. JUSTIN got the first 

takedown then the last takedown to win the match. 
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Tomorrow’s Weather  

 

The Decade Club 

Loyalty and tradition are two big factors that come into play over here at Camp Menominee, and 

nothing says those two traits better than to spend your summers here at the friendly confines 

for ten years!  Three new members of The Decade Club now exist this summer, with the 

additions of BARI KANEFSKY, DAVID MIZOCK and ROBBIE APPELBAUM. With their years of 

experience and exclusive t-shirts to match, their contributions to this camp are priceless and 

camp wouldn’t be the same without them. Here are the members of the 10 year club for 2013: 

 

 

 

Attitude  -  Determination  -  Heart  -  Leadership  -  Spirit  -  Sportsmanship 

THUNDERSTORMS 
By CHINMAY JAVERI 

73 F 

By COLE NEUMAN 

Happy Birthday to MICKEY 

RACENSTEIN, who celebrated his 

birthday on Sunday 

Happy Birthday MICK! 

The CM Wrestling team celebrate their win! 

DENNIS ‘KOZ’ KOSLOWSKI - 40 

STEVE KANEFSKY - 32 

DAVID ‘WOODY’ WOOD - 23 

DR. KEN MILLER - 13 

COLE NEUMAN - 11 

BARI KANEFSKY - 10  

ROBBIE APPELBAUM - 10 

DAVID MIZOCK - 10  



Volleyball Victory for 13D 

Tensions were high in the afternoon as the 

Menominee and Kawaga volleyball teams took to 

the sandy court by the beach. The wind coming 

from the lake that afternoon didn’t affect and 

interfere with the game, and both teams 

displayed some quality games of volleyball.  

Putting the team on their backs, DANIEL 

DRISCOLL and JUSTIN OLSON both 

consistently hammered the opposition with well 

placed serves. JOSH GOODMAN, JONAH 

GAGERMAN and VINCENT DeCARLO held the 

team together with controlled sets and spikes.  

In the end, Menominee fought hard to win the 

match in just two games. The final scores, 21-18 

and 21-17 to Menominee. Go green, Go white! 

Soccer 13B Wins in Extra-Time 

Attitude -  Determination  -  Heart  -  Leadership  -  Spirit  -  Sportsmanship 

The Menominee Men took to the pitch on 

Thursday with one goal in mind; victory.  

With JUSTIN OLSON in goal playing strong 

and JONATHON LAZARUS along with ISAAC 

WEISS as defenders, Menominee had a strong 

defensive strategy in hand. On the offensive 

aspect of the team, ETHAN SAKS, the left 

foot of MICHAEL GLASBERG, KYLE 

GOLDMAN, JONAH GAGERMAN and DANIEL 

DRISCOLL led the charge against the Kawaga 

defense. After a frustratingly high number of 

missed opportunities on goal, the regulation 

time ended and the score was still 0-0.  

Extra time was about to start, and despite 

strong efforts from both teams, the score-

sheet remained goalless. It was now down to 

penalties, and the aforementioned golden foot 

of MICHAEL GLASBERG proved to be just 

enough to put the boys from Menominee 1-0 up.  

After a grueling hour of high intensity and 

competition, the match was over and the boys 

from Menominee had come away with the win. 

Great job guys!  
By ELI BERNICK 

By ISAAC JARMAN 

11A Softball Domination 

Having not won an event since the day before, the 11-

and-under age group began their softball games with a 

point to prove. On the 11A softball field, it was evident 

that the boys were unaffected by the previous results 

of the day. 

 A lead-off single by WILL FRIEDMAN eventually led 

to a 1-0 lead by the end of the first inning. Coming into 

the second inning, CM got on base with a lead-off 

double and scored on a double hit by REMMY DOYLE to 

put CM up 2-0 to end the top of the second inning. 

Stellar defense by GUS MANRIQUE and MATHEW 

GLASSBERG kept Kawaga scoreless through the 

bottom of the second inning. At the top of the third 

inning, Menominee’s bats once again struck early as 

TYLER PHILLIPS hit a double to start the inning and 

scored on a single by GUS MANRIQUE two batters 

later. A walk down by TODD ‘The Mighty’ LAZARUS 

brought home ADAM MASSELLO to put Camp 

Menominee up 4-0.  

In the bottom of the third inning with two outs already 

on the board, SAM KOGEN gave up his first hit. Little 

did the Menominee men know that this was the start of 

the action in an unbelievable game.  

In the fourth inning the boys in black brought in 

another run, holding Kawaga to ‘3-up 3-down’ and 

bringing the lead to 5-0. 

 In the fifth inning, the CM bats were on fire. ADAM 

MASSELLO started it off with a single, and the bats 

kept going with hits by OSCAR MANRIQUE, NICK 

PUJOLAS and TYLER PHILLIPS. On top of this, it was 

capped by a grand slam to right-centre by ADAM to 

bring him into a 4-4. A three run, three RBI day. By the 

end of the slugfest, where Camp Menominee had batted 

around the order throughout the inning, nine more runs 

had crossed the plate. CM were now at a 14-0 lead.  

Kawaga had a small comeback in the bottom of the fifth 

inning, with their first three batters getting hits. They 

accumulated a total of two runs in the inning, bringing 

the score to 14-2.  

After a scoreless sixth inning, the Kawaga coaches 

threw in the white flag. Led by SAM KOGEN’s 5-hit 

pitching performance and MATTHEW GLASSBERG and 

ADAM MASSELLO’s combined seven RBI’s, the 

Menominee victory against Kawaga was achieved. The 

final score was 14-2 to Menominee. Great job guys for 

putting a clinic on out there!  

  By DAVID MIZOCK 

T  O  M  O  R  R  O  W  ‘  S     W  E  A  T  H  E  R 

6 8  F 

R  A  I  N    S  H  O  W  E  R  S 


